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In this brief editorial we introduce the first special issue of the Journal of Applied
Linguistics which focuses on the healthcare domain, in particular the professional and organisational practices in the hospital setting. In keeping with our
commitment to expanding the horizons of applied linguistics research and
practice (Candlin & Sarangi, 2004; see also Sarangi & Candlin 2003) this special
issue marks a continuation of language/communication research in healthcare
over the last three to four decades (Candlin & Candlin, 2003; Sarangi 2004;
Sarangi, this issue).
The contributors to the special issue engage with a range of timely themes,
and ones of applied linguistic relevance: the delicacy and technicalities
in clinical error reporting; the interpersonal and institutional tensions of
policy and practice surrounding end-of-life discussions; the division of
professional labour within a given organisational structure; professionals’
sense-making practices concerning clinical governance. What underpins all
the contributions is the recognition that language and discourse is constitutive of healthcare practice and delivery. At the same time, all the papers go
beyond the confines of clinical encounters in extending the boundaries of
discourse analytic studies of healthcare more generally. In his guest-editor’s
introduction, Rick Iedema situates these studies in the context of everyday
healthcare practices, marked as they are by the dynamic of organisational
and professional change. Yrjö Engeström, in his insightful commentary on
the papers, considers medical discourse as an exemplar of such transformation, characterised by competing tensions across ‘hierarchical bureaucracy’,
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‘professional craft’, ‘team-and network-based communities’ and ‘marketdriven care’. Such a transformation in institutionality, governance and
professional practice indexes shifts in language/communication practices,
opening up organisational tensions, ambiguities and hybridity (Sarangi &
Roberts, 1999). Although they are necessarily selective and focused as far
as sites of engagement and study are concerned, taken together the analytic
approaches of the papers and their findings have much broader application
– both in terms of other healthcare settings and in terms of the research
scope of applied linguistic activity more generally.
As a way of complementing the thematic focus of the special issue, we have
included three additional papers, all also engaged with the discourses of the
healthcare domain. Aaron Cicourel draws attention to what he calls ‘bureaucratic rituals’ surrounding information delivery in healthcare – these include
events and procedures that are normally seen but go unnoticed, although
they have cognitive and communicative consequences. This focus on ‘tacit
knowledge’ serves to make a link between the study of healthcare discourses as
set out in this issue of the journal and those of management and organisational
cultures as well as those of the so-called ‘knowledge industries’ more widely.
In providing a broad overview of professional discourse studies as classic
interdisciplinary endeavour, Srikant Sarangi situates health communication
research both in relation to its professional partners and to applied linguistics
as an enterprise. As a research agenda in the context of health communication,
he identifies a selection of key sites where language/communication issues are
at a premium, and highlights central issues of researcher stance and researcher
methodology.
Finally, the Research Note by Sara Tipton reflects the characteristic engagement of applied linguistics with programmes of professional development and
training, in this case situated in the nexus between ESL and medical training
of overseas doctors. In what is itself an example of a classic applied linguistic
methodology of the reflexive professional ‘story’, she ‘narrates’ how her research
interest in case presentations evolved from a seemingly routine teaching assignment within the medical curriculum. By extension, such an account enables us
to consider how site- and task-specific research agendas, even at an individual
and local level, can inform teaching practice and professional development.
All the contributions in this special issue, in their distinctive ways, underscore
the value of a theory-practice dialectic in a reflexive mode by which we mean
how a given professional group contextualises its intellectual practices (Bourdieu
& Wacquant, 1992) and how it possesses ‘professional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994)
which declares itself by particular discourses, practices, and ways of viewing the
world. Such a dialectic interprets reflexivity not merely as ‘reflection’ nor simply
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as ‘action’. It has to concern itself both with critical appraisal of knowledge
claims and an evaluation of effective action. To achieve that goal, and in particular as the knowledge gap increases between analysts and participants, applied
linguists will simply not be in a position to categorise events and practices
without close participant engagement. Of crucial relevance here are notions of
‘ecological validity’ (Cicourel, 2007) and the interrelationship between ‘thick
participation’ and minimisation of ‘analyst’s paradox’ (Sarangi, 2007).
We hope that future special issues of the journal will explore other professional
sites – law, social care, counselling, therapy, education, business organisation –
and further build connections to a broad agenda of a responsive, engaged and
effective applied linguistics.
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